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BLT Wrap Recipe

Jump to Recipe

Christina Lane | Dessert for Two

July 30, 2018



What's the secret to this BLT wrap recipe? Puree the Avocado and find out!
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	Saturday mornings are pretty special in our house.Â 


	I make a big hot breakfast with all the good stuff: soft-boiled eggs, perfectly crisp bacon, toast points and the perfect cup of coffee, not brewed in a rush. And then I always make us extra bacon in preparation for the best Saturday lunch: a BLT.
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	Sometimes there is just nothing better than a BLT. Especially in the summertime, when tomatoes are at their freshest and ripest. I'm not sure how bacon manages to be the perfect pair for tomato, but the juicy tomato with fatty bacon and crisp lettuce is possibly the best combo out there.



	I thought I had perfected my BLT skills by adding sliced avocado. However, my avocado slices kept sliding out of my sandwich with each bite. Not exactly ideal.


	So I decided to purÃ©e the avocado to make a creamy BLT dressing, and I ditched the bread for a wrap. It's perfection. It's everything Saturdays are meant for.


	The avocado sauce is really easy to prepare, which for me is key on a lazy Saturday. With just a few ingredients mashed (or blended) with the avocado, you've got yourself a creamy spread that not only works wonders on your BLT, but is also an excellent dip for baby carrots and cucumber slices.


	I like to use whole wheat tortilla wraps for these. You can use smaller tortillas if you prefer, or go all-in with the giant flatbread wraps that are out now.


	Package these up for an afternoon picnic or day at the beach. You can even slice the wraps into small circles and serve them up at your next party. I promise you, no one will turn down the offer of a BLT!


	Enjoy one today and then consider myÂ Shrimp Po Boy RecipeÂ for your next lunch!


	

Are you tired of the dinner routine? 

Stuck in a rut or looking for fun new recipes to try?
 
Our Facebook Group is growing every day! If you havenâ€™t joined yet, we invite you to come check it out and join the fun.
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You can ask for recipe ideas, talk about cooking techniques, or get help figuring out the right new pan set for you. If youâ€™ve already joined, invite a friend along!
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BLT Wrap Recipe



 Embed



 15 m 
 22 m 
 2 Servings
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Rate This Recipe
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Rating:
3.7
/ 5.0


(15 Votes)







Ingredients

	6 thick slices Bacon
	1 Avocado
	1/2 teaspoon Peppercorn
	1/4 teaspoon Salt
	1/4 cup Mayonnaise
	1 Tomato, diced
	1 cup Romaine Lettuce
	2 Whole Wheat Tortilla Wraps








Directions



	
		Preheat the oven to 350°F.
		
			°F

		 Place a wire rack on a large baking sheet and lay the bacon slices on it.  Bake for 10 minutes. Flip the bacon, then bake for another 12 minutes or so. The bacon should stay moist and meaty, not crispy.
	
		Meanwhile, mash the avocado with the cracked peppercorns and mayonnaise.  Set aside.
	
		Make the wraps: lay each tortilla out. Place a scoop of the avocado peppercorn dressing on the lower third of the tortilla. Break the bacon slices in half and lay them horizontally on the tortillas.
	
		Pile on half of the diced tomato and lettuce. Begin to roll up the tortilla with the edge closest to you, tucking in the sides as you roll up.
	
		Repeat with remaining ingredients.  Serve any extra avocado peppercorn dressing on the side for dipping.
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Recipe Yields:
2 sandwiches


Prep Time:
15 minutes


Cook Time:
22 minutes


Total Time:
37 minutes







Nutrition Facts


Serving Size
1 sandwich



Servings Per Recipe
2




Amount Per Serving

Calories from Fat 338

Calories
563




% Daily Value*



65%

Total Fat
42g



32%

  Saturated Fat
6g



56%

Sodium
1340mg



10%

Total Carbohydrate
30g



9%

  Dietary Fiber
8g



  Sugars
2g



45%

Protein
22g




* Percent Daily Value are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.  Your daily values may be higher or lower depending on your calorie needs.


** Nutrition Facts are estimated based on ingredients and data provided by Fat Secret.
Please consult a doctor if you have special dietary needs.
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About Christina

Christina grew up in Texas, but now lives in Missouri.You may know her best for her Dessert for Two, but here on Food Fanatic, sheâ€™s famous for her fantastic Dinners for Two. 
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Toaster Oven Egg Bake Recipe
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Creamy Pumpkin Tortellini Recipe
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Toaster Oven Baked Pears Recipe
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Raspberry Lemon Corn Muffins Recipe
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